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Abstract

The central point of this paper is to present the results of comparative case study 
research concerning the impact of the interplay between formal and informal in‑
stitutions in the corporate governance systems (CGS) of Central and Eastern Eu‑
ropean Countries (CEEC). Particular focus was put on the values of the corporate 
governance codes (CGC) of CEECs, as well as on transparent ownership struc‑
tures, transactions with related parties, the protection of minority shareholders, 
independent members of supervisory boards, and separation between the CEO 
position and the chairman of the board of directors. The main subject of interest 
concerns two research areas: the character of the relationship between formal 
and informal institutions, as well as whether the interplay between them is rele‑
vant to the CGSs of CEECs. Moreover, the author investigates whether the CGCs 
of CEECs consist of regulations that are compatible with the values set up in 
preambles using research methods such as individual case study or deductive rea‑
soning. The conclusion presented in the paper was drawn on the basis of a review 
of the literature and research on national and European corporate governance 
regulations, as well as the CGC of CEECs. The primary contribution this article 
makes is to advance the stream of research beyond any single country setting, and 
to link the literature on the interplay between formal and informal institutions 
related to CGSs in a broad range of economies in transition (‘catch up’ countries) 
like CEECs. This paper provides an understanding of how the interplay between 
formal and informal institutions may influence the CGCs of CEECs.
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1. Introduction

The corporate governance system (hereinafter CGS) is one of the key forces of capital 
markets’ development and plays a significant role in the modern free‑market economy 
(Urbanek 2009; Gad 2015, pp. 140). What is more important and should be highlight‑
ed is that institutions (formal as well as informal) matter for CGSs (Peng 2002; Estrin, 
Prevezer 2010). Following Helmke and Levitsky’s (2004) typology, informal institu‑
tions may be complementary, substitutive, accommodating or competing to formal 
institutions, and may lead to reinforcing or undermining formal institutions. Moreo‑
ver, informal institutions, such as cultural ones, may move the CGS down a particu‑
lar path, and deviation from that path may be very difficult (Gilson 1996; Schmidt, 
Spindler 2000). Furthermore, if investors perceive a given country as one with a lack 
of a good CGS, capital will flow to other countries (Mallin 2002).

At the same time, corporate governance has become a significant issue in aca‑
demic as well as business debates in the last two decades due to corporate scandals 
connected with Enron, Worldcom, Parmalat, Vivendi Universal, France Telecom, 
the New Market, HIH Insurance, and One.Tel (Hopt 2011, pp. 16–17). Corporate 
governance was crucial for the recovery of public trust in capital markets after 
these scandals (Bauwhede, Willekens 2008, p. 101). Furthermore, the recent finan‑
cial crisis, which started with the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008, proved one 
more time the importance of a CGS (Słomka‑Gołębiewska, Urbanek 2014).

However, despite its importance, corporate governance still lacks a universal‑
ly accepted definition. One widely used in the literature is the definition according 
to which corporate governance may refer to the defense of shareholders’ interests 
(Tirole 2001, p. 1). This interest may be at risk due to the occurrence of the agency 
problem. That is why, according to the European Commission (2014), the formal 
institutions of a CGS are important not only for enterprises, investors and employ‑
ees, but also for economic growth, employment, and competition in European Un‑
ion member states. Research by Judge, Douglas, and Kutan (2009) also supports 
this idea and proved that the greater the extent of formal institutions, the more the 
informal institutions emphasized global competitiveness and the higher the corpo‑
rate governance legitimacy within a nation. Moreover, the research of Estrin and 
Prevezer (2010) stressed a significant relationship (positive and negative) between 
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informal and formal institutions related to CGSs. They identified that informal 
institutions may work either to undermine or substitute formal institutions of the 
CGS of emerging economies like Brazil, Russia, India, and China.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of comparative case study re‑
search concerning the impact of the interplay between formal and informal institu‑
tions on the CGSs of Central and Eastern European Countries (hereinafter CEEC). 
Particular focus was put on the values of the corporate governance codes (hereinaf‑
ter CGC) of CEECs, as well as on the transparent ownership structure, transactions 
with related parties, the protection of minority shareholders, independent members 
of supervisory boards, and the separation between the CEO position and the chairman 
of the board of directors. In this paper, informal and formal institutions of CEECs 
relevant to the CGS of CEECs are presented. The interplay between formal and in‑
formal institutions of CGS using the example of national CGCs of CEECs is com‑
pared and discussed. Moreover, whether the CGCs of CEECs consist of regulations 

 that are compatible with the values set up in preambles is investigated by using 
research methods such as an individual case study or deductive reasoning. 

The conclusion presented in the paper was drawn on the basis of a review 
of the literature and research on national and European corporate governance reg‑
ulations, as well as all national CGCs of CEECs.

The primary contribution this article makes is to advance the stream of re‑
search beyond any single country setting, and to link the literature on the inter‑
play between formal and informal institutions related to CGS in a broad range 
of economies in transition (‘catch up’ countries), like CEECs. This paper provides 
an understanding of how the interplay between formal and informal institutions 
may influence the CGSs of CEECs. 

2. Corporate governance system of CEECs

In the literature, many researchers have emphasized the importance of CGS for 
the growth of national economies, investment, business prosperity, competitive‑
ness or new entry (Hampel’s Report 1998; Djankov et al. 2002; Judge, Douglas, 
Kutan 2009; Estrin, Prevezer 2010). CGS may be understood as a corporate pow‑
er used for the good of society in order to distribute the wealth fairly within a na‑
tional economy (Judge, Douglas, Kutan 2009). 

The CGS of CEECs which are member states of the European Union (hereinafter 
EU) are defined by legislation, CGCs, and recommendations, as well as by informal 
institutions (see Figure 1). However, the national CGCs of CEECs are not obligatory for 
companies whose securities are traded on a regulated market. The CGCs of CEECs op‑
erate based on the principle “comply” or “explain” the reason for non‑compliance. 
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Figure 1. Corporate governance system in CEECs 

Source: Authors own compilation based on Czerniawski 2011, pp. 299–314; Studziński 2016, p. 
256. 
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Peng and Heath (1996) demonstrated the significant role of informal institu‑
tions in CEECs where formal institutions are weak and many regulations are not 
well‑enforced. Despite the fact that CEECs were together a member of the East‑
ern Block, they implement different CGSs. The differences arise from: i) different 
legal origins of corporate governance regulations; ii) different ways of corporate 
financing; or iii) different roles of corporations in the socio‑economic development 
of the national economy (Scerbina‑Dalibagiene, Levisaskaite 2009, pp. 82–83).

Improving CGSs has been the subject of heated debate within the EU since 
2002. Moreover, the European Commission established initiatives such as the 
Green Paper: The EU corporate governance framework (2011) and the EU Action 
Plan (2012) for a modern legal framework of CGS, which promotes business effi‑
ciency and competitiveness, enhances shareholder protection, and restores share‑
holder confidence in companies. One of the most effective instruments to achieve 
the above‑mentioned goal is the CGC. CGCs are a set of the best practices’ rec‑
ommendations regarding all relevant governance mechanisms lacking in national 
CGSs (Zattoni, Cuomo 2008, pp. 2–3).

North (1990) divided institutions by the rule component into: i) formal insti‑
tutions, like formal rules (such as CGCs), laws, and constitutions, and ii) infor‑
mal institutions, like constraints, customs, norms, culture or trust (however, not 
all scholars agree on such a division of institutions1). Moreover, in the literature 
of the subject, we have a debate on whether only formal institutions are important 

1 See, for example: Hodgson G.M. (2006), What Are Institutions?, ‘Journal of Economic Is‑
sues’, Vol. XL, No. 1; Voigt S. (2013), How (Not) to measure institutions, ‘Journal of Institutional 
Economics’, Vol. 9, No. 1; Williamson O. E. (1985), The Economic Institutions of Capitalism, Free 
Press, New York.
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for CGSs, or if informal institutions also have a significant impact (Siems 2006). 
Research by Stulz and Williamson (2003) proved that informal institutions such 
as culture, values, and ethical norms are also important for CGSs as well as for‑
mal ones. 

3. Impact of informal institutions on CGCs of CEECs

Despite the convergence of CGSs with the Directives or Recommendations of the 
EU between CEECs, we can observe important differences in their CGCs. More‑
over, differences of informal institutions such as cultures, traditions or business 
codes and ethics may result in the divergence of CGSs among CEECs. 

According to the European Commission (2011, p. 2), CGCs are the key el‑
ements in building people’s trust in the single market of the EU. Trust, in the 
literature, is connected with informal institutions. According to the World Val‑
ues Survey 2010–2014 (Inglehart et al. 2014) or the European Social Survey 
(ESS 2014), CEECs, due to their history, have much lower levels of trust (an ex‑
ception is Estonia) than other EU member states. Romania has the lowest level 
of trust among all CEECs because 91.4% do not trust other people (Inglehart 
et al. 2014). 

Informal institutions, such as trust in formal institutions or trust of other 
people, may have an impact on respecting the law or complying with nation‑
al CGCs. Moreover, the low level of trust in the state co‑exists with a nega‑
tive attitude toward government, law, justice or national CGCs (Ząbkowicz, 
Gruszewska 2016, pp. 284–285). However, surprisingly, the mean trust in in‑
stitutions of CEECs, such as the police, the legal system or the political sys‑
tem does not correlate with trust of the government/ EU, corruption or alien‑
ation (see Table 1).

According to Schwartz and Bardi (1997), CEECs may be divided due 
to conservatism and hierarchy values which are more important for CEECs 
than for other EU member states because of past communism (see Table 1). 
The first group of countries, e.g., Croatia, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Slova‑
kia, and Slovenia, which may be classified as conservative countries2, focus 
in their national CGCs on business transparency (except for Poland, which fo‑
cuses on efficiency). The second group of countries, e.g., Bulgaria and Roma‑
nia, which may be classified as hierarchical countries, focus on building value 
in their national CGCs. The third group of countries, e.g., the Czech Republic, 

2 For Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania and Romania, which are not included in research by Schwartz 
and Bardi (1997), the author classified these countries according to the characteristics of Lewis’ 
research (2006).
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Latvia, and Hungary, may be classified both as conservative and as hierarchi‑
cal countries which focus on building value in their national CGCs (except the 
Czech Republic, which focuses on business transparency). 

Moreover, willingness to tolerate corruption, which is an attitude of signif‑
icant importance in the operation of a CGS, is much higher in conservative‑hi‑
erarchical countries than in conservative or hierarchical countries. For 60% 
of respondents from Latvia and Hungary, or 50% from Croatia (all are conserv‑
ative‑hierarchical countries), giving a gift to public administration or public ser‑
vice officers in order to get something from them is an accepted way of running 
a business or solving problems. In addition, hierarchical as well as conservative 
CEECs have a major problem with the independence of the justice systems. Re‑
spondents from Bulgaria (57%), Croatia (69%), Poland (45%), Slovakia (58%), and 
Slovenia (54%) highlighted the lack of independence of national justice systems. 
Surprisingly, all conservative‑hierarchical CEECs have a good independent na‑
tional justice system. Despite the respondents of CEECs having a much higher 
level of trust in the EU compared to that for national governments (except Esto‑
nia and Hungary), at the same time, they have a feeling that their voice does not 
count. In hierarchical countries, only 46% of respondents have a feeling that their 
voice does not count. The conservative CEECs were much more sophisticated, 
from 35% in Croatia to 70% in Estonia. In conservative‑hierarchical CEECs, more 
than 53% have such a feeling.

Furthermore, a very low level of trust in national governments of CEECs 
(except Estonia and Hungary) may have a negative impact on respecting the 
law of CGS and the regulation of CGCs, according to the results of research 
by Blankenburg (1994). The legal culture, under some circumstances according 
to Gibson and Caldeira (1996), is sufficient to explain the behavior of compa‑
nies to follow the “comply or explain” principles of CGCs. That is why it is im‑
portant to investigate informal institutions of CEECs and their impact on CGCs 
and their attitude toward respecting the law. Despite the moderately low level 
of mean trust in institutions of CEECs (especially in Bulgaria, only 4.2 out of 10) 
according to Eurostat (2013) (see Table 1), the listed companies of CEECs tend 
to respond to the main CGCs recommendations, which is also proved by empir‑
ical research of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (here‑
inafter EBRD 2017).
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Table 1. Differences of informal institutions of CEECs (classified by values)

Country Values 
of CGC

Mean trust 
in insti‑
tutions 

(on a scale 
from 0 

to 10, with 0 
no trust and 

10 for full 
trust)

Trust in gov‑
ernment (1)/
to European 

Union (2)

Legal culturea: 
Alienation (1); 
Independence 

of Justice 
System (2); 

Corruption (3)

Value Typesb

Bulgaria Building 
value

4.2 1) 28% 
2) 56% 

1) 46% 
2) Lack of inde‑
pendence – 57%
3) 35% 

Hierarchy

Romania Building 
value 

6.4 1) 19%
2) 52% 

1) 46% 
2) Good inde‑
pendence – 42%
3) 36%

Hierarchy

Latvia Building 
value

6.5 1) 28% 
2) 49% 

1) 65%
2) Good inde‑
pendence – 45%
3) 60%

Conservatism, 
Hierarchy

Hungary Building 
value

5.3 1) 46% 
2) 44% 

1) 53%
2) Good inde‑
pendence – 42%
3) 60%

Conservatism, 
Hierarchy

The Czech 
Republic

Business 
transparency

5.3 1) 28% 
2) 37% 

1) 67% 
2) Good inde‑
pendence – 46%
3) 46% 

Conservatism, 
Hierarchy

Croatia Business 
transparency

5.1 1) 15% 
2) 44% 

1) 35% 
2) Lack of inde‑
pendence – 69%
3) 50%

Conservatism

Slovenia Business 
transparency

6.5 1) 19% 
2) 44% 

1) 50%
2) Lack of inde‑
pendence – 54%
3) 18%

Conservatism

Slovakia Business 
transparency

5.8 1) 21% 
2) 44% 

1) 48%
2) Lack of inde‑
pendence – 58%
3) 43%

Conservatism

Lithuania Business 
transparency 

6.1 1) 28% 
2) 66% 

1) 52%
2) Good inde‑
pendence – 48%
3) 40%

Conservatism
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Country Values 
of CGC

Mean trust 
in insti‑
tutions 

(on a scale 
from 0 

to 10, with 0 
no trust and 

10 for full 
trust)

Trust in gov‑
ernment (1)/
to European 

Union (2)

Legal culturea: 
Alienation (1); 
Independence 

of Justice 
System (2); 

Corruption (3)

Value Typesb

Estonia Business 
transparency

5.8 1) 49% 
2) 53% 

1) 70%
2) Good inde‑
pendence – 54%
3) 25%

Conservatism

Poland Efficiency 6.0 1) 28% 
2) 46% 

1) 36%
2) Lack of inde‑
pendence – 45%
3) 32%

Conservatism

a Although legal culture is a broad system of values, the authors focused only on three par‑
ticular subdimensions due to availability of data of Eurobarometer: alienation (the valuation people 
attach to the countability of their voices in the EU); independence of the justice system (percep‑
tion of independence of court and judges by general public) and corruption (acceptance of giving 
a gift by the general public to public administration or public service officers in order to get some‑
thing from them). 

b According to Schwartz and Bardi (1997), Eastern Europe put especially high importance 
on conservatism (understood as emphasis on the status quo, propriety, and restraint of actions 
or inclinations that might disrupt the solidary group or the traditional order) and hierarchy (un‑
derstood as emphasis on the legitimacy of hierarchical allocation of fixed roles and of resources) 
values and very low importance on egalitarianism, harmony, and intellectual and effective auton‑
omy or mastery values. For Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania and Romania, which are not included in re‑
search of Schwartz and Bardi (1997), the authors classified these countries according to research 
by Lewis (2006).

Source: authors’ own compilation based on the case studies of national CGCs of CEECs and 
mean trust (from 0 to 10) in institutions from Eurostat 2013; Legal culture from ESS (2010) 
and European Commission (2017, 2018a, 2018b); Conservative and hierarchical values from 

Schwartz and Bardi (1997) and for Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania and Romania, which are not 
included in research of Schwartz and Bardi (1997), the authors classified these countries according 

to research by Lewis (2006).

In the literature, informal institutions may have a problem‑solving role, which 
assists in improving the efficiency or performance of formal institutions. On the 
other hand, informal institutions may have a problem‑creating role, which under‑
mines the formal institutions via corruption, clientelism or clan politics (Helm‑
ke, Levitsky 2004; Estrin, Prevezer 2010, p. 44). The question is, which role ac‑
cording to the CGS and CGCs of CEECs, problem‑creating or problem‑solving, 
do informal institutions of CEECs have? According to the results of case studies 
of national CGS and CGCs of CEECs, confirmed by the results of empirical re‑
search of the ten largest listed companies of CEECs (except for the Czech Repub‑
lic) carried out by experts from the EBRD (2017), corporate governance regula‑
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tions in CEECs are not well implemented and enforced in practice (see also Table 
2). Moreover, experts have doubts if many of the declarations of compliance with 
the main regulations of national CGCs made by the ten largest listed companies 
are not apparent. The informal institutions of CEECs do not support the formal 
ones in order to enforce the full compliance with national CGCs or demand hon‑
est explanations for non‑compliance by the largest listed companies. The explana‑
tion for the lack of enforcement by informal institutions may be the fact that only 
a minority of the ten largest listed companies from Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, 
Hungary and Poland appear to have such a code of ethics (EBRD 2017). In addi‑
tion, none of the ten largest companies from Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania or Slovenia 
have such a code of ethics (EBRD 2017). That is why informal institutions do not 
have a problem‑solving role in the case of the CGSs and CGCs of CEECs. 

4. Impact of formal institutions on CGCs of CEECs

No one system of corporate governance can be totally foolproof against fraud, 
malpractice or incompetence (Cadbury’s Report 1992; Hampel’s Report 1998). 
However, CGCs may reduce the risk by “making the participants in the govern‑
ance process as effectively accountable as possible” (Cadbury 1992, p. 53). 

The CGCs of CEECs were examined according to the conclusions of the re‑
ports of Cadbury (1992), Hampel (1998) and Higgs (2003). The comparative case 
studies focused on the following five key areas: transparent ownership structure, 
transactions with related parties, the protection of minority shareholders, independ‑
ent members of the supervisory board, and separation between the CEO position 
and the chairman of the board of directors.

La Porta et al. (hereinafter LLSV 1998) divided countries according to the 
legal origins of law into common law countries and civil law countries (French, 
German or Scandinavian origin of law). Moreover, LLSV (1998) argued that na‑
tional regulations of corporate governance vary significantly among these legal 
origins of law. Common law countries, like the United Kingdom, have greater ju‑
dicial independence, better contract enforcement and greater security of property 
rights than civil law countries like CEECs (La Porta et al. 2004). However, there 
are no significant differences in the regulation of national CGCs between the laws 
of French or German origin of the CEECs (see Table 2). Furthermore, the level 
of corporate governance disclosure3 is significantly lower in civil law countries 
than in common law countries (Bauwhede, Willekens 2008, p. 112). Despite the 

3 According to point 10 of the preamble and Article 46a of Directive 2006/46/EC, compa‑
nies have to issue annually obligatory disclosure about corporate governance practices applied 
in a company.
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mandatory public disclosure of ownership structure of CEECs required by na‑
tional CGCs or law, in practice, such disclosure is limited to the major sharehold‑
ers without giving thresholds. Only Polish, Slovak, and Slovenian national CGCs 
mention the threshold above which it is mandatory to disclose shareholders. For 
Poland, it is at least 5% of the total vote in the company, for Slovenia, it is 10%, 
and the Slovak threshold is only mentioned without a defined amount. In addition, 
many research studies underlined the role of transparency and disclosure as one 
of the key factors in reducing information asymmetry between insiders (manage‑
ment or majority shareholders) and outsiders (minority shareholders or creditors) 
(Healy, Palepu 2001; Bauwhede, Willekens 2008). 

A similar situation relates to mandatory public disclosure of transactions with 
related parties. All CEECs have necessary regulations, usually regulated by law, 
although not well implemented. The Polish CGC is one of the exceptions because 
each transition between a public company and shareholders that hold at least 5% 
of the total vote in the company has to be disclosed. Better transparency keeps 
corporate stakeholders informed about the action undertaken by management (Pa‑
tel, Balic, Bwakira 2002) and helps to restore public trust in capital markets (Bau‑
whede, Willekens 2008). Moreover, greater disclosure has a positive impact on the 
efficient functioning of capital markets (Healy, Palepu 2001). 

Research by Pajuste (2002) highlighted that the protection of minority share‑
holders by CEECs has a significant influence on capital market activity. All nation‑
al CGCs of CEECs provide mandatory protection of minority shareholders’ rights. 
However, Estonian law does not provide a possibility for minority shareholders’ 
derivative suits. Moreover, all national CGCs of CEECs provide a mandatory obli‑
gation to have independent members in their supervisory board. However, CEECs 
differ according to the number of independent members of the supervisory board. 
For example, in Slovenia, all members of the supervisory board have to be inde‑
pendent. For Bulgaria, it is enough to have one third, and for Poland, it is enough 
to have at least two independent members on the supervisory board. For the Czech 
Republic, Hungary or Lithuania, enough is a “sufficient” number of independent 
members on the supervisory board without a definition of what it means. In addi‑
tion, only Lithuania and Romania have a mandatory separation between the CEO 
position and the chairman of the board of directors. However, Poland, Latvia, 
and Slovakia have an obligatory two‑tier system for joint stock companies. Other 
CEECs have both one‑tier and two‑tier systems for joint stock companies. Fur‑
thermore, CEECs, as civil law countries (with German or French legal origins), are 
associated with greater corruption, a larger unofficial economy, or higher unem‑
ployment than common law countries (La Porta, Lopez‑de‑Silanes, Shleifer 2008, 
p. 3)4. Moreover, according to Cuervo (2002), the type of legal system also limits 

4 The thesis of the importance of legal origins of law on national CGS come under serious at‑
tack. See for example: Michaels R. (2009), Comparative Law by Numbers? Legal Origins Thesis, 
Doing Business Reports, and the Silence of Traditional Comparative Law, ‘The American Jour‑
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the efficiency of national CGCs because, in common law countries, the CGCs may 
be enforced directly by judges and in civil law countries not. 

Table 2. Differences in the regulation of corporate governance codes of CEECs  
(classified by legal origin of law)

Country
Legal 
origin 
of law

Mandato‑
ry public 
disclosure 

of ownership 
structure

Mandatory 
public disclo‑
sure of trans‑

actions 
with related 

parties

Mandatory 
protection 
of minority 
sharehold‑
ers rights

Mandatory 
inde‑

pendent 
members 

of supervi‑
sory board

Mandatory 
separation 

between 
CEO po‑
sition and 
chairman 

of the board 
of directors

Bulgaria German Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, at least 
one‑third 
of the board

No

 Croatia German Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, the 
majority 
of the board

No

The Czech 
Republic

German Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes, any ma‑
terial transac‑
tions with the 
other related 
parties

Yes Yes, a suffi‑
cient num‑
ber of board 
members

No

Estonia German Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, at least 
half of the 
members 
of the board

No

Hungary German Yes Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, a suffi‑
cient num‑
ber of mem‑
bers

No

Poland German Yes, share‑
holders that 
hold at least 
5% of the to‑
tal vote

Yes, but with 
sharehold‑
ers that hold 
at least 5% 
of the total vote

Yes Yes, at least 
two mem‑
bers of the 
board

Only 
two‑tier sys‑
tem for joint 
stock com‑
panies

nal of Comparative Law’, Vol. 57; Du J. (2010), Institutional Quality and Economic Crises: Legal 
Origin Theory versus Colonial Strategy Theory, ‘Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 92, 
No. 1; Pistor K. (2009), Rethinking “Law and Finance” Paradigm, ‘BYU Law Review’, Issue 6 (8). 
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Country
Legal 
origin 
of law

Mandato‑
ry public 
disclosure 

of ownership 
structure

Mandatory 
public disclo‑
sure of trans‑

actions 
with related 

parties

Mandatory 
protection 
of minority 
sharehold‑
ers rights

Mandatory 
inde‑

pendent 
members 

of supervi‑
sory board

Mandatory 
separation 

between 
CEO po‑
sition and 
chairman 

of the board 
of directors

Slovakia German Yes, above 
certain 
thresholds

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, at least 
the major‑
ity of the 
board 

Only 
two‑tier sys‑
tem for joint 
stock com‑
panies

Slovenia German Yes, share‑
holders that 
hold directly 
10% or more 
of the total 
vote

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, all 
board mem‑
bers in list‑
ed compa‑
nies 

No

Latvia French Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, at least 
half of the 
board

Only 
two‑tier sys‑
tem for joint 
stock com‑
panies 

Lithuania French Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes, but 
in practice, 
the rules are 
not well im‑
plemented

Yes Yes, a suffi‑
cient num‑
ber of mem‑
bers

Yes

Romania French Yes, but lim‑
ited to major 
shareholders

Yes Yes Yes, at least 
one mem‑
ber of the 
board.

Yes, for 
state‑owned
companies

Source: authors’ own compilation based on the case studies of national CGCs of CEECs and 
EBRD (2017); legal origin of law from La Porta, Lopez‑de‑Silanes and Shleifer (2008).

CGCs are a product of the local economic and social environments (Hampel’s 
Report 1998). Research on emerging economies has highlighted the connection 
between CGCs and institutional development (Steier 2009). Institutional charac‑
teristics in a specific country have an impact on the performance effect of CGS 
(Filatotchev, Jackson, Nakajima 2013). Additionally, for CGS, the quality of formal 
institutions, as well as the enforcement mechanism which affects financial market 
development, is very important (LLSV 1998). 

Moreover, the result of case studies of national CGCs of CEECs showed that 
CGCs of CEECs consist of regulations that are compatible with values set up in the 
preamble by national stock exchanges of CEECs, such as business transparency, 
building value or efficiency. However, empirical research of the ten largest listed 
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companies carried out by experts from the EBRD (2017) proved that many regu‑
lations, such as disclosure of transaction with related parties or disclosure of own‑
ership structure, are not well implemented in the practice of CEECs. Surprising‑
ly, in the case of CEECs, the legal origin of law and CGS did not matter for better 
shareholder protection or better transparency and disclosure. 

5. Interplay between formal and informal institutions using the example 
of national CGCs of CEECs

North (1990, p. 6) highlighted that formal rules may change overnight but infor‑
mal rules are much more stable, and, as Williamson (2000) stressed, their change 
may take at least 100 years. Moreover, in situations when formal rules fail, in‑
formal rules should replace them (Scott 1987, North 1990). However, it is im‑
portant to understand how informal institutions of CEECs may be undermined 
in the case of institutional asymmetry (like the clan‑based network in most Central 
Asian states according to Collins 2002, or informal economic activity in Bulgar‑
ia or Croatia according to Williams N., Vorley and Williams C. 2017), or support 
(like in South‑East Asian states according to Hamilton‑Hart 2002) formal ones, 
and how this interplay influences the principle of “comply or explain” of national 
CGCs of CEECs. 

Corporate governance may be rule‑based or relationship‑based, according 
to the report of the OECD (Juttig et al. 2007). When relationship‑based corporate 
governance dominates, it means that state authorities are not strong enough to ef‑
fectively regulate the capital market. In such a situation, corporate governance may 
be dominated by the bargaining of power and interests of organized groups (Juttig 
et al. 2007, pp. 83–87). The authors divided CEECs based on characteristics from 
the OECD report (Juttig et al. 2007) into two groups: i) relationship‑based CGS 
of CEECs, such as Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, and Romania; ii) rules‑based CGS 
of CEECs such as Croatia, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland, Slova‑
kia, and Slovenia. Relationship‑based CGS of CEECs have a weaker structure and 
functioning of the board than the rule‑based countries, the majority of whom were 
evaluated by the EBRD (2017) as having a fair structure. There were no significant 
differences between rule‑based and relationship‑based CEECs in terms of trans‑
parency and disclosure, nor in the rights of shareholders. Rule‑based CEECs have 
better internal control than relationship‑based CEECs (EBRD 2017). Surprising‑
ly, hierarchy value CEECs have relationship‑based CGSs while conservative val‑
ue CEECs have rules‑based CGSs. Conservative‑hierarchical value CEECs have 
a mix of CGSs, because the Czech Republic has rules‑based CGS but Latvia and 
Hungary have relationship‑based CGS.
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Table 3. Interplay between formal and informal institutions of national CGCs of CEECs 
(classified by values)

Country

Rules‑based 
or relation‑
ship‑based 

CGS

Value 
Types

Struc‑
ture and 

Function‑
ing of the 

Board

Transparency 
and Disclosure

Internal 
Control

Rights 
of Share‑
holders

Bulgaria Relation‑
ship‑based 
CGS

Hierarchy Weak Fair Weak Moderately 
Strong

Romania Relation‑
ship‑based 
CGS

Hierarchy Fair Fair Fair Moderately 
strong

The Czech 
Republic

Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism Hier‑
archy

No data No data No data No data

Hungary Relation‑
ship‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism Hier‑
archy

Weak Moderately 
strong

Fair Fair

Latvia Relation‑
ship‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism Hier‑
archy

Fair Moderately 
strong

Fair Moderately 
strong

Croatia Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism

Weak Moderately 
Strong

Fair Moderately 
strong

Lithuania Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism

Fair Moderately 
strong

Fair Moderately 
strong

Estonia Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism

Fair Moderately 
Strong

Fair Moderately 
strong

Poland Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism

Fair Moderately 
strong

Mod‑
erately 
strong

Fair

Slovakia Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism

Fair Fair Fair Moderately 
strong

Slovenia Rules‑based 
CGS

Conserva‑
tism

Fair Moderately 
strong

Fair Fair

Source: authors’ own compilation based on the case studies of national CGCs of CEECs and 
Conservative and hierarchical values from Schwartz and Bardi (1997), and for Croatia, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Romania, which are not included in research of Schwartz and Bardi (1997), 
the authors classified these countries according to research by Lewis (2006); Rules‑based 

or relationship‑based CGS: authors’ division based on characteristics from OECD (2007) report; 
Structure and Functioning of the Board, Transparency and Disclosure; Internal Control, Rights 

of Shareholders according to EBRD 2017.

The case studies of national CGSs and CGCs of CEECs highlight that reg‑
ulations (formal institutions) are undermined by weak informal institutions, for 
example: i) the lack of a code of ethics held by the majority of listed companies,  
ii) a low level of trust in institutions by CEECs’ citizens or iii) civil law legal cul‑
tures with lower CGCs enforcement than common law culture. However, CEECs 
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differ significantly between each other according to the level of institutional asym‑
metry. For example, in Bulgaria and Croatia, institutional asymmetry between for‑
mal and informal institutions, according to the research of Williams N., Vorley and 
Williams C. (2017), undermined entrepreneurship and economic growth. However, 
in the case of Poland, institutional asymmetry did not have such a negative impact 
on entrepreneurship (Godlewska 2018). 

6. Conclusion

Institutions (formal as well as informal) matter for the CGSs of CEECs (Peng 
2002, Estrin and Prevezer 2010). However, the interplay between formal and in‑
formal institutions has significant importance for the CGSs of CEECs because the 
informal institutions may support or undermine the formal ones. Moreover, insti‑
tutional asymmetry may undermine economic growth (Williams N., Vorley, Wil‑
liams C. 2017). This study examined the relationships between formal and infor‑
mal institutions of the CGSs of CEECs using the example of national CGCs.

The results of case studies of CEECs CGCs, supported by empirical research 
of the ten largest listed companies of CEECs carried out by experts from the 
EBRD (2017), suggest that the majority of CEECs’ informal institutions do not 
support or enforce the national regulations of the CGCs. The explanation for the 
lack of enforcement by informal institutions may be the fact that, based on empir‑
ical research of the EBRD (2017), only a minority of the ten largest publicly listed 
companies from Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, Hungary, and Poland appear to have 
such a code of ethics. In addition, none of the ten largest companies from Esto‑
nia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Slovenia have such a code of ethics (EBRD 2017). That 
is why informal institutions do not have a problem‑solving role in the case of the 
CGCs of CEECs. Moreover, the regulations of national CGCs of CEECs are un‑
dermined by weak informal institutions, for example: i) the lack of a code of eth‑
ics held by the majority of listed companies, ii) a low level of trust in institutions, 
or iii) civil law legal cultures with lower CGCs enforcement than common law cul‑
ture. The co‑existence of a low level of trust of institutions and a negative attitude 
to government, law, justice or national CGCs, should be recommended for further 
empirical research. In addition, the national CGCs of CEECs consist of regula‑
tions that are compatible with values set up in the preamble by the national stock 
exchanges of CEECs, such as business transparency, building value or efficiency. 
However, empirical research of the ten largest listed companies carried out by the 
EBRD (2017) proved that many regulations, such as disclosure of transactions with 
related parties or the disclosure of ownership structure , are not well implement‑
ed in the practice of CEECs. Surprisingly, in the case of CEECs, the legal origin 
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of law and CGS did not matter for better shareholder protection or better trans‑
parency and disclosure.

Furthermore, for CEECs’ corporate governance regulators, it is important 
to remember that good CGSs with CGCs without proper enforcement do not work 
in practice, as the empirical research of the EBRD (2017) proved.

Finally, this article advances institutional research beyond any single country 
setting, and links the literature on the interplay between formal and informal in‑
stitutions related to CGSs in a broad range of economies in transition (‘catch up’ 
countries) like CEECs. This paper provides an understanding of how the interplay 
between formal and informal institutions may influence the CGSs of CEECs.
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Streszczenie

WPŁYW ODDZIAŁYWANIA INSTYTUCJI FORMALNYCH 
I NIEFORMALNYCH NA SYSTEM ŁADU KORPORACYJNEGO: 

STUDIUM PORÓWNAWCZE PAŃSTW EŚIW

Głównym celem niniejszego artykułu jest zaprezentowanie wyników badań porównawczych 
nad wpływem wzajemnego oddziaływania pomiędzy instytucjami formalnymi i nieformalnymi 
na system ładu korporacyjnego (SŁK) w państwach Europy Środkowej i Wschodniej (EŚiW). 
Szczególny nacisk położono na wartości leżące u podstaw kodeksów ładu korporacyjnego 
(KŁK) w państwach EŚiW, a także na przejrzystość struktur własności, transparentność trans‑
akcji z podmiotami powiązanymi, ochronę akcjonariuszy mniejszościowych, niezależność 
członków rad nadzorczych czy rozdzielenie uprawnień zarządczych od nadzorczych w syste‑
mach monistycznych. Głównym przedmiotem zainteresowania były dwa obszary badawcze: 
charakter relacji pomiędzy instytucjami formalnymi i nieformalnymi, a także ustalenie czy 
ich wzajemne oddziaływanie miało znaczenie dla SŁK państw EŚiW. Ponadto zbadano KŁK 
państw EŚiW pod kątem spójności i zgodności regulacji zawartych w tych kodeksach z war‑
tościami leżącymi u ich podstaw. Badanie porównawcze przeprowadzono przy użyciu takich 
metod badawczych jak studia przypadku czy rozumowanie dedukcyjne. Przedstawione wnio‑
ski zostały sformułowane na podstawie przeglądu literatury oraz badań krajowych i europej‑
skich regulacji ładu korporacyjnego, a także KŁK państw EŚiW. Najważniejszym aspektem 
tego artykułu jest przeprowadzenie badań wykraczających poza ramy danego kraju, a także 
powiązanie literatury dotyczącej wzajemnych odziaływań między instytucjami formalnymi 
i nieformalnymi SŁK z problemami gospodarek w okresie przejściowym, w jakim znajduje się 
większość państwa EŚiW. Niniejszy artykuł pokazuje jak wzajemne oddziaływanie pomiędzy 
instytucjami formalnymi i nieformalnymi wpływa na KŁK państw EŚiW.
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